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Lettuce Update 
Iceberg Lettuce Supplies are 

steady this week. The weather is 
forecasted to be cooler than normal 
which could push back supplies. 
Demand is expected to increase with the 
Mother’s Day pull. Quality is excellent, 
and the market could increase slightly 
due to lighter supplies and high demand.  
 

Red Leaf Lettuce Supplies are 

currently being transferred from 
Southern California.  
 

Green Leaf Lettuce Volume is 

slightly above normal. We are seeing a 
bit of mildew, but nothing of high 
concern. Demand is good, and weights 
are in the 18-20-pound range.  
 

Romaine Lettuce Supplies are 

slightly above normal this week and will 
continue for the next three weeks. 
Quality is good, and product looks clean, 
with only occasional mildew. Weights 
are averaging 34-36 pounds.  

 

Suspension Agreement 
Tomatoes The U.S. Department of Commerce is slated to 

drop the Tomato Suspension Agreements and its minimum price 
provision, replacing it with a 17% duty on all tomatoes imported 
from Mexico. Experts predict this will result in fewer tomatoes 
on the market and increased pricing. Organic tomatoes could be 
hit particularly hard, as even a small fluctuation in supply could 
greatly alter the demand impact.  
 

Tomatoes 
Florida Spring Tomato harvest continues out of 

Florida. Quality is excellent and pricing is conducive for 
running promotions. However, Florida is forecasted to 
receive 5 days of rain this week, which could curtail 
harvest and have adverse effects on quality.  
 

Mexico Sinaloa and Culiacan are finishing up round and 

roma tomato harvest for the year. Sonora, Obregon and 
Jalisco are ramping up. Roma tomato production has also 
started in Baja, California and rounds should follow 
shortly thereafter. Supplies are expected to be ample 
going into the Cinco de Mayo holiday.  
 

California Indio, California is set to kick off early 

California tomato production by the week of May 15th.  
 

Outlook With the tomato suspension agreement set 

to expire next Monday (after 23 years), there is 
anticipation and uncertainty as to how this will impact 
tomato supplies and pricing from Mexico moving 
forward.  
 
 



 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Avocados 
California/Mexico Expect elevated pricing through 

June, when volume typically rises. Mexico’s winter season is 
nearly over, and stocks are limited. New California crop 
supplies are enough. Excellent quality reported; oil content is 
highest in Mexican fruit.  
 

Bell Peppers 
Eastern Supply Florida’s bell pepper supply is steady this 

week. South Florida growers are starting to wind down, 
leaving Plant City as the primary growing region until Georgia 
starts in mid-May. Plant City will have excellent quality and 
solid volume this week but is not a major growing area and 
acreage is limited. Harvest is expected to continue for another 
few weeks, though supplies might become tight when South 
Florida is out of the picture. Quality out of this region is fair 
since the fields are older and tired.  
   

Western Supply Western markets are looking to Nogales 

and the California desert for supplies this week, although 
there are few growers with new blocks, and production out of 
Mexico is nearing the end of the season. Quality has been 
good the last couple of weeks but will start to decline as more 
growers finish with the older fields. Coachella’s new crop is 
generating excellent quality, though volume is light.  
 

Citrus 
Limes Supplies are expected to improve this week. Harvest 

crews are back in picking and we are expecting increased 
volume on inbound trucks. The market is expected to remain 
strong in the low $40s. Suppliers are still holding off on taking 
on open market orders. The Cinco de Mayo pull is upon us and 
we will need to take it week by week to see if the market will 
eventually soften.   
 

Lemons Most of the volume is currently available out of 

the Central Valley with momentum picking up out of the 
coastal regions. Sizes are peaking on larger fruit; 165s and 
smaller will remain limited through June. The warmer 
weather has brought on excellent color and juice content. 
 

Cucumbers 
Florida/Mexico Eastern supplies are strong with 

harvesting out of Plant City and South Florida. Quality is best 
in Plant City, though good out of all areas. Georgia is expected 
to start in a light way over the next 7-14 days as the first 
harvest begins. Plentiful supplies available from Sonora and 
Baja generating excellent quality.  
 
 

 

Squash 
Eastern Supply Demand is improving with new fields 

starting up in Central Florida. Homestead and Immokalee 
are still shipping good supplies and expected to continue 
through April. Plant City has started in a light way.  
 

Western Supply Good to moderate supplies crossing 

through Nogales this week from Sinaloa, Mexico. Volume is 
decreasing, and some growers have already begun 
harvesting soft squash from the Sonora growing districts. 
The market on soft squash has stabilized but could increase 
through the end of this week as additional growers begin to 
finish their Sinaloa crop. Quality is fair to good in Sonora and 
Sinaloa.  
 

Cilantro 
Baja/Salinas The market remains steady in Mexico 

with the recent warm temperatures and production starting 
in Salinas. Good quality with the occasional yellow leaf.  
 

Onions 
Mexico/California The market on yellow onions from 

the Northwest are steady with some load volume deals 
available as suppliers look to clean out storage prior to the 
season ending. Good quality reported with partial 
translucency and light sprouting. The market is steady 
against red and white onions though volume will be limited 
for the remainder of the season. Texas is in full swing 
production on all color varieties. California will begin 
harvesting the end of this week. Supplies will be limited 
going into May.  
 


